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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Welcome to South Africa Service Rifle Association.  We hope that you will enjoy 
yourself in a positive manner that will stay with you forever.  

We are a young, but not a new sport - it started in the 1890,s with the well-known 303 
and evolved to the latest Semi Auto Rifles as used across the world today 

 

2. AIM 

 

To promote sport shooting and the safe handling of firearms, in the pursuit of 
excellence in civilian marksmanship as a positive and significant contribution to 
South African Shooting.  To prepare for competition shooting at Club, Provincial, 
National and International levels. 

 

3. SAFETY 

 

The safety precautions and firearms handling drills described in this rulebook and the 
applicable publications must be observed during the firing of all matches. 

 

3.1 Always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction, firearm should not be 
loaded unless told to do so by the Range Officer on the shooting point.  Be 
sure the barrel is clear and clean before shooting. 

3.2 Do not rely on your gun’s SAFETY.  Be sure of your target and what’s beyond 
it.  Use the correct and safe ammunition for your gun. 

3.3 If your gun fails to fire when the trigger is pulled ‘’Handle with Care’’. 
3.4 Don’t alter or modify your gun, learn the mechanical and handling 

characteristics of the firearm you are using. 
3.5 No Rifle will have a magazine on the rifle unless told to do so by the Range 

Officer. 
 

USE COMMON SENSE!!!!!! 
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4. ARBITRATION COMMITTEE 

 

This committee will be nominated by the Range Officer. 

The committee is there to make a binding decision on any dispute that a shooter has 
on a condition or incident that cannot be resolved by the shooter and the range 
officer. 

 

5. COMPETITORS EQUIPMENT 

 

Competitors competing must use their own equipment (you can borrow equipment as 
long as you are in a different detail) 

 

Each shooter shall have: 

 

5.1 Rifle 

Any Service rifle can be used. 

5.2 Ammunition 

Ammunition used must be of a type that is standard issue ball rounds in any 
given calibre, and the use of any match, target, (factory or reloaded) are 
acceptable. Soft point or hunting designated projectiles in some calibres may 
be used if approved. 

Ammunition which, in the opinion of the Range Officer, is unsafe, or is 
prohibited for use by Range Standing Orders shall not be used (e.g. armour 
piercing, tracer 

5.3 Groundsheet 

A ground sheet or shooting mat may be used for the protection of the 
competitor’s clothing and/or equipment provided that it is not constructed or 
utilised in such a way as to provide artificial support for the competitor or his 
rifle. 

5.4 Sling, Bipod, Rest 

Two-point sling must be fitted. 

The use of a Bipod bench rest or machine rest is not allowed. 
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5.5 Ear Protection 

Ear protection is mandatory on all ranges.  This is to protect shooter and 
range staff/spectator hearing and a minimum of Grade 4 earmuffs/plugs is 
recommended for this purpose. 

5.6 Dress and Accessories 

Clothing worn should be of a type normally described as street clothing or 
field clothing. 
 
The clothing may be of a suitable robust construction for the purpose 
intended. 
 
No military camouflage. 
 
Wet weather clothing may be used. 
 
Elbow and shoulder pads may be sewn onto or strapped to the outer garment 
but may not exceed 10 mm in thickness or be more extensive than is 
necessary to protect the elbow knees or shoulder area. 
 
Full cover footwear must be worn at all time.  Bare feet, sandals, etc., are not 
permitted on the firing line or in the butt’s area. 
 
Specialist target rifle shooting hats are not permitted. 

Specialised shooting gloves or mitts are not permitted 

5.7 Scopes and Optics 

Any type of spotting scope may be used as long as it does not aid the shooter 
while shooting. 

A maximum of 4x power scope is used for Service Class (as per International 
Service Rifle Associations). 

For Open Class there is no limit to the scope. 

5.8 Magazine 

10 to 50 round Magazine can be used. 

 

6. CLASSIFICATIONS OF AGE – Determined by date of birth 

 

In every class there will be the following age categories 

 

6.1 Juniors: younger than 25 
6.2 Shooters: 26 not older than 45 
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6.3 Veteran: 46 not older than 54 
6.4 Master: 55 and older 

 

7. RANGE OFFICER 

 

Is a person that is in control of the shooting range.  He will give all the commands 
and there may be more than one range officer. 

 

8. RANGE OFFICER - Commands 

 

 “Shooters to the Line or shooting point” 
 ‘’Make ready’’ 
 ‘’With a magazine of (amount of rounds) - ‘’Round load’’ 
 ’’Action’’ only if you have sighters - ‘When your target appears fire your 

first/second sighter only one shot’’ 
 ‘’Watch and Shoot’’ - ’’Watch and Shoot’’ 
 When your target appears you can commence firing 
 At the end of the match the commands will be: 

o ‘’any protests” 
o ‘’Unload” 
o After unloading make safe, at that point make ready for next match. 

 At the end of each distance insert your flag, the range officer will see the flags 
and ask you to leave the shooting point. 

 Where this area is under the supervision of a Range Officer, the removal of the 
firearm may only be with the Range Officer's permission. 

 

9. CLASSIFICATIONS OF SHOOTING CLASSES 

 

All firearms and equipment used in competition shall be serviceable and safe. 

 

 Service Class X (scope) and A (iron-sites) 
 Open Class X (scope) and A (iron-sites) 
 Bolt Action X (scope) and A (iron sites) 

 

Service Class: 

Service Class will consist of a semi auto 5,56 rifle 
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Lm4/5, Galil, and AR15 any military style Rifle 

Service X Class 

X class with any maximum 4x power or less scope, this is determent from 
International Service Rifle Association.  If they change, we will change. 

Service A Class 

This is an iron sights, front pillar any colour and any dimension. 

Open Class X 

Semi auto exceeding 4x Scope 

Rifle example R1, FN, G3, M10, LM, AR etc. with a scope with no limits 

Open Class A 

Rifle example R1, FN, G3, M10, etc. Iron sights  

Open Bolt Class X 

This is a class for the bolt action rifles, with a no limit scope/ iron sights 

Calibre example 303, 308, etc. 

Open Bolt Class A 

This is a class for the bolt action rifles. Iron sights 

Calibre example 303, 308, etc. 

 

10. RULES/INFRACTIONS AND PENALTIES 

 

10.1 Safety Infractions 

 

No competitor or team shall act in an unsafe manner. The safety precautions 
and firearms handling must be at a high standard 

 

10.2 Negligent Discharges 

 

A negligent discharge is defined as any round fired on the range EXCEPT 
during the ordered shooting period AND from the ordered firing point AND in 
the direction of the assigned target. 
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In the event of a negligent discharge, the competitor will invariably be 
disqualified from the match and will be reported to the Match Committee.  
Disciplinary action may be taken.  

Accidental discharges, i.e., shots fired safely but unintentionally, are 
distinguished from negligent discharges.  Accidental discharges will be scored 
as misses and the ammunition expended will not be replaced 

 

10.3 Match Rules Infractions 

 

Firing under a name other than his own, shall, on the occurrence being 
proven to the satisfaction of the Match Committee, have his total score 
disallowed. 

 

10.4 Penalties 

 

Any violation of safety rules may entail disqualification or a lesser penalty.  

Any violation of the code of conduct may entail forfeit of score and exclusion 
from further competition or a lesser penalty. 
 
Any violation of the match rules may entail disallowance of total score, a 
specific match score or a specific shot score. 

If, in the opinion of the RO, a competitor is behaving in an unsafe manner or 
with discreditable conduct, that competitor will be cautioned concerning the 
behaviour.  If the competitor continues to engage in the cautioned behaviour 
or continues in other unsafe or discreditable conduct the RO may order the 
competitor to be escorted from the range. 

Deliberate shooting on a competitor’s target to disadvantage a member will be 
immediate dismissal 

 

10.5 Appeals 

 

Any claim or complaint arising at a firing point shall be made by way of a 
protest to the RO. Where possible, the RO is to resolve the matter. 

Should a competitor feel he is being treated unjustly, he should request that 
his case be considered by the ARBITRATION COMMITTEE.  Such protests 
should be made at once.  The ARBITRATION COMMITTEE may reject any 
protest not presented to the RO within two hours of the occurrence of the 
incident under protest. 
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If the RO decision is disputed or if the protest is not solved immediately, it 
shall be put in writing by the competitor and handed by him to the 
ARBITRATION COMMITTEE, who shall note on the protest, the time of 
receipt and any pertinent remarks he wishes to make. 

The shooter must print and sign his name on the written protest. 

The ARBITRATION COMMITTEE shall ensure that the protest that has been 
given will be attended to A.S.A.P. 

When a competitor has been escorted from the range on the authority of the 
RO, due to discreditable or unsafe conduct, the competitor may appeal to the 
Match Committee. 

 

11. SHOOTING POSITIONS 

 

11.1 Standing 

In the standing position the butt of the rifle must be in the shoulder with the 
muzzle pointing in the direction of the shooter's target.  Body supported on 
both feet and with legs uncrossed.  The rifle will be held using both hands. 
No other part of the body may be supported by any external objects 

11.2 Sitting 

Sitting position, the butt of the rifle must rest against the shoulder, buttocks on 
the ground.  The rifle will be held using both hands. 
 

11.3 Kneeling 

In the kneeling position the butt of the rifle must rest against the shoulder. 
Sitting on one foot and the other leg from the knee downwards touching the 
ground.  No external supporting object may be touched. 

11.4 Squatting 

In the squatting position the butt of the rifle must rest against the shoulder. 
Weight of the body supported on both feet and the knees bent. No external 
supporting object may be touched. 

11.5 Prone 

In the prone position the butt of the rifle must rest against the shoulder. 
The magazine may rest on the ground or forearm, pistol grip or hand holding 
the pistol grip may not touch the ground. 

 

If the competition states it’s a sitting exercise the competitor can kneel, squat or 
stand, if it is a kneel/squat exercise the competitor can stand 
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12. MATCH PROCEDURES 

12.1 General 

This will depend on the number of competitors and the number of matches 
actually shot may vary from year to year (at the AGM). 

12.2 Squadding 

It is the competitor’s responsibility to be present 15 minutes prior to the 
commencement of the match or duty assignment. 

Squadding will be done on the range by the range staff 

12.3 Scoring 

No competitor may, under any circumstances, knowingly claim or accept 
points he has not made, or collude with another competitor to produce a false 
score. 
In general, whenever a shot makes a hole in a target, regardless of the hole’s 
shape or size, it shall be scored according to its location.  If the hole touches a 
scoring line it will be given a score of the higher value.  A shot on a target 
other than the shooter’s assigned target will count as a miss 

12.4 Penalties 

If a target has more hits than allowed as the match conditions and the 
excessive hits are as a result of the competitor firing too many shots, a 
penalty will be assessed by removing the equal number of shots of the 
highest value to bring the total number of shots to those allowed 

12.5 Re-Shoot 

A re-shoot may be granted for, but are not limited to, the following reasons: 

- A target exposure of less time than is described in the match conditions 
- Under no circumstances will failure of any shooter’s equipment (including 

magazines, ammunition, sights, ear protection, etc.) or clothing be 
grounds for a re-shoot. 

- A re-shoot will not be allowed in the event of a stoppage caused by a jam 
or double feed. 
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- No special consideration will be made for misfires.  A misfired round can 
be replaced and fired if match conditions allow.  No additional time or 
special opportunity will be given 

- If the Buts makes a mistake everyone will have a re-shoot. 

 

Any of the abovementioned rules can be changed at an AGM. 
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13. SHOOTING MATCHES 
 
 
MATCH 1 
  
DISTANCE 100m 
TYPE Action – M 
POSITION Prone, to Standing to Sitting to Standing to Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 60 seconds semi - 75 seconds bolt action 
ROUNDS 10 rounds in 2 x 5 round magazines or clips 
PROCEDURE Start standing with unloaded rifle on the ground. On start signal go 

prone and load. 
2 shots prone (unsupported). 2 shots standing. 1 shot kneeling or 
sitting. Reload. 1 shot kneeling or sitting. 2 shots standing. 2 shots 
prone (unsupported) 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class 
 
MATCH 2 
  
DISTANCE 100m 
TYPE Rapid 
POSITION Sitting/Kneeling/Squatting 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 30 seconds - 50 seconds for bolt action 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Start standing position with safety catches applied.  On start signal 

go, competitors adopt the sitting position and engage the target with 
10 shots 
Safety catches may only be disengaged once the competitor is in the 
position allowed 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 3 
  
DISTANCE 100m 
TYPE Single Snap 
POSITION Standing 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 10 exposures of 3 seconds each the same for bolt action intervals of 

5-10 seconds 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors start in the standing position with safety catches applied. 

On the Start signal competitors are to engage the targets with one 
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shot per exposure. Firing more shots per exposure than allowed for in 
the match conditions is not permitted.  Safety catches need not to be 
applied between exposures 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 4 
  
DISTANCE 100m 
TYPE Trinity 
POSITION Standing then kneeling or squatting 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 2 double exposures consisting of: one exposure for 10 seconds with 

targets down for 5 seconds followed by an exposure of targets for 10 
sec 

ROUNDS 10 rounds 2 x magazines or clip 5 per magazine or clip 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the standing position 

On the Start signal, five shots standing, RELOAD five shots sitting or 
Squatting for the second exposure 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 5 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Sustained Fire 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 90 seconds - 110 for bolt action 
ROUNDS 12 Rounds, 2 individually marked sighers, 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors will be in the prone position. Sighting shots to be fired 

separately and each sighting shot will be indicated by a disc. Targets 
will not be spotted or scored during the time limit. The ten scoring 
shots must be fired within the time limit. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 6 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Rapid 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 30 seconds - 50 for bolt action 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors start in the standing position with safety catches applied 
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On start signal go, competitors adopt the prone position and engage 
the target with 10 shots 
Safety catches may only be disengaged once the competitor is in the 
position which the exercise is fired 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 7 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Single Snap 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 10 exposures of 3 seconds each, the same for bolt action intervals of 

5-10 seconds 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors start in the prone position 

On the Start signal, Competitors to engage the targets with one shot 
per exposure. 
Firing more shots per exposure than allowed for in the match 
condition is not permitted 
Safety catches need not to be applied between exposures.  

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 8 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Double Snap 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 5 Exposures of 5 seconds the same for bolt action intervals of 5-10 

seconds 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the prone position. On the Start signal, 

Competitors to engage the targets with two shots per exposure.  
Firing more shots per exposure than allowed for in the match 
conditions is not permitted.  Safety catches need not to be applied 
between exposures 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 9 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Rapid 
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POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 40 seconds - 60 for bolt action 
ROUNDS 10 rounds 2 x magazines or clip 5 per magazine or clip 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the prone position with safety catches applied 

On the Start signal, competitors adopt the prone position and engage 
the first target with 5 shots 
RELOAD and engage the second target with 5 shots 
Safety catches may only be disengaged once the competitor is in the 
sitting position. 
Excess hits – more than 5 shots per target will be forfeited (e.g. 6 and 
4) – the lowest score will be lost. 
The shooter squatted left will shoot first. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 10 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Sustained Fire 
POSITION Sitting 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 90 seconds - 110 for bolt action rifles 
ROUNDS 12 Rounds 2 individually marked sighters, 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors start in the sitting position.  2 x Sighting shots to be fired 

separately and each sighting shot will be indicated by a disc.  Targets 
will not be spotted or scored during the time limit.  On the Start signal, 
the ten scoring shots must be fired within the time limit. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 11 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Rapid 
POSITION Sitting 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 25 seconds -  50 seconds for bolt action rifles 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the sitting position.  On the Start signal, engage 

the target with 10 shots.  Targets will not be spotted or scored during 
the time limit.  The ten scoring shots must be fired within the time 
limit. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
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MATCH 12 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Single Snap 
POSITION Sitting 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 10 exposures of 3 seconds each - the same for bolt action intervals of 

5-10 sec 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the sitting position.  Competitors to engage the 

targets with one shot per exposure.  Firing more shots per exposure 
than allowed for in the match conditions is not permitted.  Safety 
catches need not to be applied between exposures. On the Start 
signal, engage the target with one shot exposure. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 13 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Double Snap 
POSITION Sitting 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 5 Exposures of 5 seconds - the same for bolt action rifles Intervals of 

5-10 sec between exposures 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the sitting position.  Competitors to engage the 

targets with two shots per exposure.  Firing more shots per exposure 
than allowed for in the match conditions is not permitted. On the Start 
signal, 2 shots per exposure.  Safety catches need not to be applied 
between exposures. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 14 
  
DISTANCE 200m 
TYPE Rapid 
POSITION Sitting 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 40 seconds - 60 for bolt action. 
ROUNDS 10 rounds 2 x magazines or clip 5 per magazine or clip. 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the standing position with safety catches applied.  

On the Start signal, competitors adopt the sitting position and engage 
the first target with 5 shots.  RELOAD and engage the second target 
with 5 shots.  Safety catches may only be disengaged once the 
competitor is in the sitting position.  Excess hits - more than 5 shots 
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per target will be forfeited (e.g. 6 and 4) – the lowest score will be lost.   
The shooter squatted left will shoot first. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 15 
  
DISTANCE 300m 
TYPE Sustained Fire 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 90 seconds - 110 for bolt action rifles. 
ROUNDS 12 Rounds 2 individually marked sighters, 10 for the record. 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the prone position.  Sighting shots to be fired 

separately and each sighting shot will be indicated by a disc.  Targets 
will not be spotted or scored during the time limit.  On the Start signal, 
the ten scoring shots must be fired within the time limit. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 16 
  
DISTANCE 300m 
TYPE Rapid 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 30 seconds - 50 for bolt action rifles 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the standing position with safety catches applied.  

On the Start signal, competitors adopt the prone position and engage 
the target with 10 shots.  Safety catches may only be disengaged 
once the competitor is in the position which the exercise is fired. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 17 
  
DISTANCE 300m 
TYPE Single Snap 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 10 exposures of 3 seconds each - the same for bolt action intervals of 

5-10 seconds. 
ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the prone position.  On start signal competitors to 

engage the targets with one shot per exposure.  Firing more shots per 
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exposure than allowed for in the match conditions is not permitted.  
Safety catches need not to be applied between exposures 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 18 
  
DISTANCE 300m 
TYPE Double Snap 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 5 Exposures of 5 seconds - the same for bolt action intervals of 5-10 

seconds. 
ROUNDS 12 Rounds 2 Individually marked sighters, 10 for the record. 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the prone position.  On the Start signal, 

competitors to engage the targets with two shots per exposure.  Firing 
more shots per exposure than allowed for in the match conditions is 
not permitted.  Safety catches need not to be applied between 
exposures.  Sighting shots to be fired separately and each sighting 
shot will be indicated by a disc. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 19 
  
DISTANCE 300m 
TYPE Rapid 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 40 seconds - 60 for bolt action. 
ROUNDS 10 rounds 2 x magazines or clip 5 per magazine or clip 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the prone position with safety catches applied.  On 

the Start signal, competitors adopt the prone position and engage the 
first target with 5 shots.  RELOAD and engage the second target with 
5 shots.  Safety catches may only be disengaged once the competitor 
is in the sitting position. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 20 
  
DISTANCE 300m 
TYPE Extreme precision 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 12 seconds - bolt action 20 seconds 
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ROUNDS 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the prone position.  The target will be exposed for 

12 seconds, 20 seconds for bolt action rifles. 
SCORING Hits on the target will be scored as: V-bulls count as V-bulls, rest of 

scoring area as 5, rest of frame 0. 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 21 
  
DISTANCE 400m 
TYPE Application 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING 30 seconds per shot 
ROUNDS 12 Rounds 2 individually marked sighters, 10 for the record 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the prone position.  Sighting shots to be fired 

separately and each sighting shot will be indicated by a disc.  10 
Shots for the record will be spotted and scored after each shot.  If not 
enough butt workers available, shooters 1 - 50 will fire in the first 
detail and 51 – 100 in the second detail. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
 
MATCH 22 
  
DISTANCE 400m 
TYPE Sustained Fire 
POSITION Prone 
TARGET Standard 
TIMING One exposure of 90 seconds - 110 for bolt action rifles 
ROUNDS 12 Rounds 2 individually marked sighters, 10 for the record. 
PROCEDURE Competitors adopt the prone position.  Sighting shots to be fired 

separately and each sighting shot will be indicated by a disc and 
indicated by a spotting disc.  Targets will not be spotted or scored 
during the time limit.  On the Start signal, the ten scoring shots must 
be fired within the time limit. 

SCORING V, 5, 4, 3 
AWARDS Medals will be awarded for 1st (Gold medal), 2nd (Silver medal) and  

3rd (Bronze medal) in the service X, A and open X, A Class. 
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Target 

 

Number font size 150 in printing 

 

   Height Width  

 V bull 135 mm 80 mm  
 5 195 mm 135 mm  
 4 390 mm 305 mm  
 3 640 mm 465 mm  


